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Mademoiselle of Monte Carlo 2017-12-05 yes i m not mistaken at all it s the same woman whispered the tall good looking young
englishman in a well cut navy suit as he stood with his friend a man some ten years older than himself at one of the roulette tables at monte
carlo the first on the right on entering the room that one known to habitual gamblers as the suicide s table
Mademoiselle of Monte Carlo 2018-07-15 the only monte carlo gambler to devise an infallible and completely legal system to break the
bank
From the Mill to Monte Carlo 1994 excerpt from monte carlo a novel julia knew nothing of all this she only read the press notices and noticed
with a thrill and chill of delight the jumping of the book from a first to a second edition about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
Monte Carlo 2016-06-25 mr grex of monte carlo
Monte Carlo 1988 this monograph surveys the present state of monte carlo methods we have dallied with certain topics that have interested
us although personally we hope that our coverage of the subject is reasonably complete at least we believe that this book and the references
in it come near to exhausting the present range of the subject on the other hand there are many loose ends for example we mention various
ideas for variance reduction that have never been seriously appli d in practice this is inevitable and typical of a subject that has remained in
its infancy for twenty years or more we are convinced qf ver theless that monte carlo methods will one day reach an impressive maturity the
main theoretical content of this book is in chapter 5 some readers may like to begin with this chapter referring back to chapters 2 and 3
when necessary chapters 7 to 12 deal with applications of the monte carlo method in various fields and can be read in any order for the sake
of completeness we cast a very brief glance in chapter 4 at the direct simulation used in industrial and operational research where the very
simplest monte carlo techniques are usually sufficient we assume that the reader has what might roughly be described as a graduate
knowledge of mathematics the actual mathematical techniques are with few exceptions quite elementary but we have freely used vectors
matrices and similar mathematical language for the sake of conciseness
Monte Carlo Chase 2017-07-02 this book provides a general introduction to sequential monte carlo smc methods also known as particle
filters these methods have become a staple for the sequential analysis of data in such diverse fields as signal processing epidemiology
machine learning population ecology quantitative finance and robotics the coverage is comprehensive ranging from the underlying theory to
computational implementation methodology and diverse applications in various areas of science this is achieved by describing smc
algorithms as particular cases of a general framework which involves concepts such as feynman kac distributions and tools such as
importance sampling and resampling this general framework is used consistently throughout the book extensive coverage is provided on
sequential learning filtering smoothing of state space hidden markov models as this remains an important application of smc methods more
recent applications such as parameter estimation of these models through e g particle markov chain monte carlo techniques and the
simulation of challenging probability distributions in e g bayesian inference or rare event problems are also discussed the book may be used
either as a graduate text on sequential monte carlo methods and state space modeling or as a general reference work on the area each
chapter includes a set of exercises for self study a comprehensive bibliography and a python corner which discusses the practical
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implementation of the methods covered in addition the book comes with an open source python library which implements all the algorithms
described in the book and contains all the programs that were used to perform the numerical experiments
Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo 2013-03-07 aimed at researchers across the social sciences this book explains the logic behind the monte carlo
simulation method and demonstrates its uses for social and behavioural research
Monte Carlo Methods 2020-10-01 yes i m not mistaken at all it s the same woman whispered the tall good looking young englishman in a
well cut navy suit as he stood with his friend a man some ten years older than himself at one of the roulette tables at monte carlo the first on
the right on entering the room that one known to habitual gamblers as the suicide s table are you quite certain asked his friend positive i
should know her again anywhere she s very handsome and look too by jove how she is winning yes but let s get away she might recognize
me exclaimed the younger man anxiously ah if i could only induce her to disclose what she knows about my poor father s mysterious end
then we might clear up the mystery i m afraid if all we hear is true about her mademoiselle of monte carlo will never do that was the other s
reply as they moved away together down the long saloon towards the trente et quarante room messieurs faites vos jeux the croupiers were
crying in their strident monotonous voices inviting players to stake their counters of cent sous their louis or their hundred or five hundred
franc notes upon the spin of the red and black wheel it was the month of march the height of the riviera season the fetes of mi careme were
in full swing that afternoon the rooms were overcrowded and the tense atmosphere of gambling was laden with the combined odours of
perspiration and perfume around each table were crowds four or five deep behind those fortunate enough to obtain seats all eager and
anxious to try their fortune upon the rouge or noir or upon one of the thirty six numbers the columns or the transversales there was but little
chatter the hundreds of well dressed idlers escaping the winter were too intent upon the game but above the click of the plaques blue and
red of different sizes as they were raked into the bank by the croupiers and the clatter of counters as the lucky players were paid with deft
hands there rose ever and anon
An Introduction to Sequential Monte Carlo 1997-04-07 excerpt from mademoiselle of monte carlo yes i m not mistaken after all it s the
same woman whispered the tall good looking young englishman in a well cut navy suit as he stood with his friend a man some ten years
older than himself at one of the roulette tables at monte carlo the first on the right on entering the room that one known to habitual gamblers
as the suicide s table are you quite certain asked his friend positive i should know her again anywhere she s very handsome and look too by
jove how she is winning yes but let s get away she might recognize me exclaimed the younger man anxiously ah if i could only induce her to
disclose what she knows about my poor father s mysterious end then we might clear up the mystery i m afraid if all we hear is true about her
mademoiselle of monte carlo will never do that was the other s reply as they moved away together down the long saloon towards the trente
et quarante room about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such
as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Monte Carlo Simulation 2013-11 the monte carlo method the method of statistical trials is a systematic account of the fundamental concepts
and techniques of the monte carlo method together with its range of applications some of these applications include the computation of
definite integrals neutron physics and in the investigation of servicing processes this volume is comprised of seven chapters and begins with
an overview of the basic features of the monte carlo method and typical examples of its application to simple problems in computational
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mathematics the next chapter examines the computation of multi dimensional integrals using the monte carlo method some examples of
statistical modeling of integrals are analyzed together with the accuracy of the computations subsequent chapters focus on the applications
of the monte carlo method in neutron physics in the investigation of servicing processes in communication theory and in the generation of
uniformly distributed random numbers on electronic computers methods for organizing statistical experiments on universal digital computers
are discussed this book is designed for a wide circle of readers ranging from those who are interested in the fundamental applications of the
monte carlo method to those who are concerned with comparatively limited problems of the peculiarities of simulating physical processes
Mademoiselle of Monte Carlo 2015-07-01 this introduction to monte carlo methods seeks to identify and study the unifying elements that
underlie their effective application initial chapters provide a short treatment of the probability and statistics needed as background enabling
those without experience in monte carlo techniques to apply these ideas to their research the book focuses on two basic themes the first is
the importance of random walks as they occur both in natural stochastic systems and in their relationship to integral and differential
equations the second theme is that of variance reduction in general and importance sampling in particular as a technique for efficient use of
the methods random walks are introduced with an elementary example in which the modeling of radiation transport arises directly from a
schematic probabilistic description of the interaction of radiation with matter building on this example the relationship between random walks
and integral equations is outlined the applicability of these ideas to other problems is shown by a clear and elementary introduction to the
solution of the schrodinger equation by random walks the text includes sample problems that readers can solve by themselves to illustrate
the content of each chapter this is the second completely revised and extended edition of the successful monograph which brings the
treatment up to date and incorporates the many advances in monte carlo techniques and their applications while retaining the original
elementary but general approach
Mademoiselle of Monte Carlo (Classic Reprint) 2014-05-16 monte carlo methods are revolutionizing the on line analysis of data in many
fileds they have made it possible to solve numerically many complex non standard problems that were previously intractable this book
presents the first comprehensive treatment of these techniques
The Monte Carlo Method 2008-10-20 a comprehensive overview of monte carlo simulation that explores the latest topics techniques and real
world applications more and more of today s numerical problems found in engineering and finance are solved through monte carlo methods
the heightened popularity of these methods and their continuing development makes it important for researchers to have a comprehensive
understanding of the monte carlo approach handbook of monte carlo methods provides the theory algorithms and applications that helps
provide a thorough understanding of the emerging dynamics of this rapidly growing field the authors begin with a discussion of fundamentals
such as how to generate random numbers on a computer subsequent chapters discuss key monte carlo topics and methods including random
variable and stochastic process generation markov chain monte carlo featuring key algorithms such as the metropolis hastings method the
gibbs sampler and hit and run discrete event simulation techniques for the statistical analysis of simulation data including the delta method
steady state estimation and kernel density estimation variance reduction including importance sampling latin hypercube sampling and
conditional monte carlo estimation of derivatives and sensitivity analysis advanced topics including cross entropy rare events kernel density
estimation quasi monte carlo particle systems and randomized optimization the presented theoretical concepts are illustrated with worked
examples that use matlab a related site houses the matlab code allowing readers to work hands on with the material and also features the
author s own lecture notes on monte carlo methods detailed appendices provide background material on probability theory stochastic
processes and mathematical statistics as well as the key optimization concepts and techniques that are relevant to monte carlo simulation
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handbook of monte carlo methods is an excellent reference for applied statisticians and practitioners working in the fields of engineering and
finance who use or would like to learn how to use monte carlo in their research it is also a suitable supplement for courses on monte carlo
methods and computational statistics at the upper undergraduate and graduate levels
Monte Carlo Methods 2001-06-21 you can run to the sun but can you ever hide from the bestselling author of villa of sun and secrets
monte carlo means different things to different people for some it s a billionaires playground overflowing with glitz and glamour but for others
it s where dangerous secrets lay hidden for nanette weston and her then fiancé f1 racing driver zac ewart their dream life came to an abrupt
halt 3 years ago following a car accident which zac walked away from but left nanette being airlifted back to the uk never to return and never
to see her fiancé again monte carlo was a place she wanted to forget not revisit but when her friend and employer vanessa asks nanette to
look after her children in the principality for a few months nanette knew she had no choice but to return as the f1 circus once again comes to
town with zac in pole position mistakes of the past leave legacies for the future this book was previously published as follow your star by
jennifer bohnet what readers are saying about one summer in monte carlo as always with jennifers books i was able to escape into a
completely different world one we can only dream about i could imagine myself as the main female character and could hardly put down the
book a superb fast paced read with a real surprise and absolutely loved the f1 glamour of monaco i really felt i was there such a roller coaster
ride of people s lives tragic sad happy tumultuous feelings of life in the fast lane
Sequential Monte Carlo Methods in Practice 2013-06-06 quasi monte carlo methods have become an increasingly popular alternative to
monte carlo methods over the last two decades their successful implementation on practical problems especially in finance has motivated
the development of several new research areas within this field to which practitioners and researchers from various disciplines currently
contribute this book presents essential tools for using quasi monte carlo sampling in practice the first part of the book focuses on issues
related to monte carlo methods uniform and non uniform random number generation variance reduction techniques but the material is
presented to prepare the readers for the next step which is to replace the random sampling inherent to monte carlo by quasi random
sampling the second part of the book deals with this next step several aspects of quasi monte carlo methods are covered including
constructions randomizations the use of anova decompositions and the concept of effective dimension the third part of the book is devoted to
applications in finance and more advanced statistical tools like markov chain monte carlo and sequential monte carlo with a discussion of
their quasi monte carlo counterpart the prerequisites for reading this book are a basic knowledge of statistics and enough mathematical
maturity to follow through the various techniques used throughout the book this text is aimed at graduate students in statistics management
science operations research engineering and applied mathematics it should also be useful to practitioners who want to learn more about
monte carlo and quasi monte carlo methods and researchers interested in an up to date guide to these methods
Handbook of Monte Carlo Methods 2021-01-12 we have sold 4300 copies worldwide of the first edition 1999 this new edition contains five
completely new chapters covering new developments
One Summer in Monte Carlo 1912 the monte carlo method is inherently parallel and the extensive and rapid development in parallel
computers computational clusters and grids has resulted in renewed and increasing interest in this method at the same time there has been
an expansion in the application areas and the method is now widely used in many important areas of science including nuclear and
semiconductor physics statistical mechanics and heat and mass transfer this book attempts to bridge the gap between theory and practice
concentrating on modern algorithmic implementation on parallel architecture machines although a suitable text for final year postgraduate
mathematicians and computational scientists it is principally aimed at the applied scientists only a small amount of mathematical knowledge
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is assumed and theorem proving is kept to a minimum with the main focus being on parallel algorithms development often to applied
industrial problems a selection of algorithms developed both for serial and parallel machines are provided sample chapter s chapter 1
introduction 231 kb contents basic results of monte carlo integration optimal monte carlo method for multidimensional integrals of smooth
functions iterative monte carlo methods for linear equations markov chain monte carlo methods for eigenvalue problems monte carlo
methods for boundary value problems bvp superconvergent monte carlo for density function simulation by b splines solving non linear
equations algorithmic effciency for different computer models applications for transport modeling in semiconductors and nanowires
readership applied scientists and mathematicians
Monaco and Monte Carlo 2009-04-03 charles deville wells has two loves in his life a beautiful french mistress jeannette and his sumptuous
yacht the palais royal at the risk of losing them both wells stakes everything he owns at the roulette tables in monte carlo s world famous
casino and in the space of a few days he breaks the bank not once but 10 times winning the equivalent of millions in today s money is he
phenomenally lucky has he really invented an infallible gambling system as he claims or is he just an exceptionally clever fraudster based on
painstaking research on both sides of the channel and beyond this biography reveals the incredible true story of the man who broke the bank
at monte carlo and who went on to become europe s most wanted criminal hunted by british and french police known in the press as monte
carlo wells the man with 36 aliases
Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte Carlo Sampling 2013-03-14 developed from the author s course on monte carlo simulation at brown
university monte carlo simulation with applications to finance provides a self contained introduction to monte carlo methods in financial
engineering it is suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate students taking a one semester course or for practitioners in the financial
industry the author first presents the necessary mathematical tools for simulation arbitrary free option pricing and the basic implementation
of monte carlo schemes he then describes variance reduction techniques including control variates stratification conditioning importance
sampling and cross entropy the text concludes with stochastic calculus and the simulation of diffusion processes only requiring some
familiarity with probability and statistics the book keeps much of the mathematics at an informal level and avoids technical measure
theoretic jargon to provide a practical understanding of the basics it includes a large number of examples as well as matlab coding exercises
that are designed in a progressive manner so that no prior experience with matlab is needed
Monte Carlo Statistical Methods 2008 this book teaches modern markov chain monte carlo mc simulation techniques step by step the
material should be accessible to advanced undergraduate students and is suitable for a course it ranges from elementary statistics concepts
the theory behind mc simulations through conventional metropolis and heat bath algorithms autocorrelations and the analysis of the
performance of mc algorithms to advanced topics including the multicanonical approach cluster algorithms and parallel computing therefore
it is also of interest to researchers in the field the book relates the theory directly to based computer code this allows readers to get quickly
started with their own simulations and to verify many numerical examples easily the present code is in fortran 77 for which compilers are
freely available the principles taught are important for users of other programming languages like c or c
Monte Carlo Methods for Applied Scientists 2016-08 the undercover agent story mademoiselle of monte carlo which turned into written
by way of william le queux may be very exciting in a story there is a beautiful and mysterious woman referred to as mademoiselle deluc who
is recognised for dwelling a completely steeply priced existence in monte carlo on the alternative hand behind her lovely exterior is a
complex net of spying and foreign plots there is a prime individual within the tale named dick gordon he is english and falls in love with
mademoiselle deluc he unearths out that she s inquisitive about thriller games as their relationship grows this pulls him right into an
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international of spying mystery alliances and global actions beyond the glitzy setting of monte carlo there are spies competing traders and
political plans going on that make dick s activity hard and threatening le queux skillfully creates a story this is complete of drama and
mystery placing readers within the center of a world of excessive stakes schemes betrayals and secret operations the book looks at spying
and own family contributors from around the arena displaying how complex the characters are and how tough it s miles for them to work
together and misinform every different mademoiselle of monte carlo is a thrilling tale that sounds just like the name of a secret agent game
in this game glamour hides dangerous secrets and techniques and private relationships and political maneuvering mix leading to shockingly
famous and dramatic outcomes
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo 2012-05-22 what do a mexican beauty a scottish chauffeur a british aristocrat a russian agent
and his russian servant a monaco art dealer a russian oil baron an italian used car salesman and a french fisherman have in common they
are all involved in an intertwined plot to rig art auctions smuggle cocaine and a convoluted attempt to open a new ethnic restaurant all of
which go spectacularly wrong and create mayhem in monte carlo the plot roams from the moors of the highlands as the lonely chauffeur tries
to help his lady to sell her rolls royce in monaco to the auction houses of europe where the lady joins an art ring determined to bump the
price of worthless italian kitsch meanwhile paz the mexican model from book one in the trilogy the little brown diamond is lured to monaco
by her former russian lover to open that mexican eatery it is a love that goes very sour as the cocaine snorting russian slowly loses grip on
reality cocaine by the way that his boss is smuggling into britain in the spare wheel of that rolls royce the smuggling plot unravels and the
russian oil baron has to add murder to his many nefarious occupations and the body is dumped at sea by the accommodating french
fisherman this unceremonious dumping is where the plot starts and where the novel ends in between enjoy watching the characters get on
each others nerves cheat on each other and try and involve the palace the author a veteran international advertising man knows how to keep
the action going make the reading easy and the characters amusing when they aren t being grisly and sinister it s a good read fast paced
and funny says a dutch reviewer even though the twists and turns can drive you dizzy from time to time we doubt you will get dizzy but you
will enjoy the ride
Monte Carlo Simulation with Applications to Finance 2004 the monte carlo method is a numerical technique to model the probability of all
possible outcomes in a process that cannot easily be predicted due to the interference of random variables it is a technique used to
understand the impact of risk uncertainty and ambiguity in forecasting models however this technique is complicated by the amount of
computer time required to achieve sufficient precision in the simulations and evaluate their accuracy this book discusses the general
principles of the monte carlo method with an emphasis on techniques to decrease simulation time and increase accuracy
Markov Chain Monte Carlo Simulations and Their Statistical Analysis 2023-11-01 this book provides a self contained and up to date
treatment of the monte carlo method and develops a common framework under which various monte carlo techniques can be standardized
and compared given the interdisciplinary nature of the topics and a moderate prerequisite for the reader this book should be of interest to a
broad audience of quantitative researchers such as computational biologists computer scientists econometricians engineers probabilists and
statisticians it can also be used as a textbook for a graduate level course on monte carlo methods
Mademoiselle of Monte Carlo 2013-07 in a family study of breast cancer epidemiologists in southern california increase the power for
detecting a gene environment interaction in gambia a study helps a vaccination program reduce the incidence of hepatitis b carriage
archaeologists in austria place a bronze age site in its true temporal location on the calendar scale and in france researchers map a rare
disease with relatively little variation each of these studies applied markov chain monte carlo methods to produce more accurate and
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inclusive results general state space markov chain theory has seen several developments that have made it both more accessible and more
powerful to the general statistician markov chain monte carlo in practice introduces mcmc methods and their applications providing some
theoretical background as well the authors are researchers who have made key contributions in the recent development of mcmc
methodology and its application considering the broad audience the editors emphasize practice rather than theory keeping the technical
content to a minimum the examples range from the simplest application gibbs sampling to more complex applications the first chapter
contains enough information to allow the reader to start applying mcmc in a basic way the following chapters cover main issues important
concepts and results techniques for implementing mcmc improving its performance assessing model adequacy choosing between models
and applications and their domains markov chain monte carlo in practice is a thorough clear introduction to the methodology and
applications of this simple idea with enormous potential it shows the importance of mcmc in real applications such as archaeology astronomy
biostatistics genetics epidemiology and image analysis and provides an excellent base for mcmc to be applied to other fields as well
Mayhem in Monte Carlo 2019-12-18 exploring monte carlo methods is a basic text that describes the numerical methods that have come
to be known as monte carlo the book treats the subject generically through the first eight chapters and thus should be of use to anyone who
wants to learn to use monte carlo the next two chapters focus on applications in nuclear engineering which are illustrative of uses in other
fields five appendices are included which provide useful information on probability distributions general purpose monte carlo codes for
radiation transport and other matters the famous buffon s needle problem provides a unifying theme as it is repeatedly used to illustrate
many features of monte carlo methods this book provides the basic detail necessary to learn how to apply monte carlo methods and thus
should be useful as a text book for undergraduate or graduate courses in numerical methods it is written so that interested readers with only
an understanding of calculus and differential equations can learn monte carlo on their own coverage of topics such as variance reduction
pseudo random number generation markov chain monte carlo inverse monte carlo and linear operator equations will make the book useful
even to experienced monte carlo practitioners provides a concise treatment of generic monte carlo methods proofs for each chapter
appendixes include certain mathematical functions bose einstein functions fermi dirac functions watson functions
Theory, Application, and Implementation of Monte Carlo Method in Science and Technology 2013-11-11 this book is devoted to analysis of
monte carlo methods developed in rarefied gas dynamics presented is the short history of the development of such methods described are
their main properties their advantages and deficiencies it is shown that the contemporary stage in the progress of computational methods
cannot be regarded without a complex approach to the preparation of algorithms taking into account all the peculiarities of the problem
under consideration that is of the physical nature of a process the mathematical model and the theoretical aspects of computational
mathematics and stochastic processes thoroughly investigated is the possibility of application of monte carlo methods in some kindred areas
of science which are non traditional for the use of statistical modeling continuous media turbulence considered are the possible directions of
development of statistical modeling
Monte Carlo Strategies in Scientific Computing 1995-12-01 monte carlo methods have been used for decades in physics engineering statistics
and other fields monte carlo simulation and finance explains the nuts and bolts of this essential technique used to value derivatives and
other securities author and educator don mcleish examines this fundamental process and discusses important issues including specialized
problems in finance that monte carlo and quasi monte carlo methods can help solve and the different ways monte carlo methods can be
improved upon this state of the art book on monte carlo simulation methods is ideal for finance professionals and students order your copy
today
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo in Practice 2011-05-24 life magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th century it
now lives on at life com the largest most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet users can browse search and view
photos of today s people and events they have free access to share print and post images for personal use
Exploring Monte Carlo Methods 2010 monte carlo simulation has become one of the most important tools in all fields of science this book
surveys the basic techniques and principles of the subject as well as general techniques useful in more complicated models and in novel
settings the emphasis throughout is on practical methods that work well in current computing environments
Monte Carlo Methods in Mechanics of Fluid and Gas 2011-09-13 this volume presents the application of the monte carlo method to the
simulation of semiconductor devices reviewing the physics of transport in semiconductors followed by an introduction to the physics of
semiconductor devices
Monte Carlo Simulation and Finance 1946-01-21 symbolizing luxury and old fashioned glamour monte carlo is a glorious eden perfectly
manicured and architecturally grand from its ancient phoenician origins to its burgeoning power as a global financial center this gorgeous
volume chronicles the grimaldi dynasty the artists and socialists who first put the principality on the map and how hollywood darling grace
kelly attracted the celebrity spotlight the vibrant arts and culture scene legendary grand prix race and the controversial metamorphosis of
the cityscape jacket
LIFE 2013-03-14 this book covers the main tools used in statistical simulation from a programmer s point of view explaining the r
implementation of each simulation technique and providing the output for better understanding and comparison
Random Number Generation and Monte Carlo Methods 1919 since their popularization in the 1990s markov chain monte carlo mcmc
methods have revolutionized statistical computing and have had an especially profound impact on the practice of bayesian statistics
furthermore mcmc methods have enabled the development and use of intricate models in an astonishing array of disciplines as diverse as
fisherie
Revelations of Monte Carlo Roulette 1989-10-30 this updated edition deals with the monte carlo simulation of complex physical systems
encountered in condensed matter physics statistical mechanics and related fields it contains many applications examples and exercises to
help the reader it is an excellent guide for graduate students and researchers who use computer simulations in their research
The Monte Carlo Method for Semiconductor Device Simulation 2014-10-06
In the Spirit of Monte Carlo 2010
Introducing Monte Carlo Methods with R 2011-05-10
Handbook of Markov Chain Monte Carlo 2005-09
A Guide to Monte Carlo Simulations in Statistical Physics
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